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Abstract

Package delivery via ridesharing provides appealing benefits of lower delivery cost and efficient vehicle usage.
Most existing ridesharing systems operate the matching of ridesharing in a centralized manner, which may result
in the single point of failure once the controller breaks down or is under attack. To tackle such problems, our
goal in this paper is to develop a blockchain-based package delivery ridesharing system, where decentralization is
adopted to remove intermediaries and direct transactions between the providers and the requestors are allowed. To
complete the matching process under decentralized structure, an Event-Triggered Distributed Deep Reinforcement
Learning (ETDDRL) algorithm is proposed to generate/update the real-time ridesharing orders for the new coming
ridesharing requests from a local view. Simulation results reveal the vast potential of the ETDDRL matching
algorithm under the blockchain framework for the promotion of the ridesharing profits. Finally, we develop an
application for Android-based terminals to verify the ETDDRL matching algorithm.

Keywords:
Blockchain, Dynamic matching, Ridesharing package delivery.

1. Introduction

The success of the ridesharing pattern encourages
a wide extension into other fields, e.g., package de-
livery. The ridesharing package delivery is defined as
the package delivery by non-freight truck (i.e., private
car, taxi, etc.) to the original destination of the driver
or the intermediate destinations on one ride [1]. Com-
pared to the traditional package delivery, the rideshar-
ing delivery can fully utilize the existing private cars
or taxis to provide same-day delivery service city-wide
[2]. Besides, by allowing the driver and the packages
with similar itineraries to share one vehicle, the deliv-
ery cost can be reduced significantly [3, 4].
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As one of the critical issues in ridesharing to pro-
mote the ridesharing efficiency, the vehicle dispatch-
ing has been extensively studied [5]. Inherently, the
vehicle dispatching in ridesharing, regardless of the
properties of the requestor (e.g., package or passen-
ger), can be formulated as a requestor-provider match-
ing problem. The goal of the matching problem oper-
ated in a central node (management platform) with a
global view over the whole system, is commonly to
minimize the cost for requestors or maximize the ben-
efits for providers. Literature [6–9] adopt graph theory
or convex optimization to solve the matching problem
under the assumption that all requests are known in
advance. In addition, some model-free learning algo-
rithm is utilized in a central node to dynamically dis-
patch vehicles to accept new coming requests [10, 11].

However, nearly all existing ridesharing systems are
managed by a third party, which means the customer
identities, ridesharing matching, and payment infor-
mation are recorded or controlled by an intermediary.
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In this centralized way, data leakage or data tampering
might happen once the controller breaks down or is at-
tacked [12], which brings a great threat to the security
of customer data. In addition, the system efficiency is
another intractable problem in the centralized system
because the complexity of global matching scales in-
creases exponentially with the growth of participators
(e.g, private cars and packages). Distributed rideshar-
ing system seems to be a solution to the inherent de-
fects of the centralized system. In this way, each ve-
hicle picks the requests individually without coordina-
tion with others, and the information is stored in mul-
tiple scattered nodes [13].

Currently, some literatures have started the explo-
ration for the decentralized matching [14–16]. For
example, a vehicle is free to select the ridesharing
packages, but no modifications or additions for the
ridesharing order are permitted once the vehicle be-
gins the ridesharing travel [17]. In [14], only requests
to similar destinations to the vehicle may be chosen
as ridesharing partners. The inefficiency of the strate-
gies in [14] and [16] is evident because they ignore the
requests produced during the ridesharing travel and re-
ject the requests for the intermediate places on this
ride. In addition, another challenge in the decentral-
ized ridesharing system is to reach a consistent recog-
nition for the vehicle-oriented ridesharing requests be-
tween the vehicles that do not trust each other. So, few
results can be considered as milestones to the progress
of decentralized ridesharing system.

Therefore, in this paper, we fill a gap left by previ-
ous work on a decentralized ridesharing system, where
vehicles are permitted to add the ridesharing requests
during an ongoing ridesharing trip, and the recogni-
tion and traceability of the local ridesharing requests
are guaranteed as well. More specifically, the main
contributions of this paper are:

• An Event-Triggered Distributed Deep Reinforce-
ment Learning (ETDDRL) algorithm that runs
in local vehicles is proposed to match the new
coming ridesharing requests dynamically during
an ongoing ride without coordinating with oth-
ers. We formulate event-triggered state transi-
tions to avoid the problem of dimensionality in
Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) and con-
sider the origin and the destination of a new re-
quest as a whole to semi-decouple the dynamic
request selection and the delivery path planning
in order to speed up the dynamic matching.

• We provide a blockchain-based framework for
the vehicle-oriented ridesharing delivery system
to enable the locally produced matching orders to
gain consistent recognition between the vehicles
in a tampering proof and transparent way.

• We evaluate the average profit and the aver-
age profit per unit distance of the proposed dis-
tributed system using a Global Positioning Sys-

tem (GPS) trajectory dataset generated by over
33,000 taxis during a period of 3 months as the
provider positions, and simulate the package de-
livery requests by the passengers’ requests from
this dataset. The results show that the proposed
system improves the average profit of a single trip
by 89.17% and the average profit per unit dis-
tance by 86.6%, compared to the classic match-
ing strategy.

• We develop an application for Android-based ter-
minals to run the proposed distributed vehicle-
oriented ridesharing package delivery system.
Except for the real-time location monitoring and
auto-payment, this application supports the re-
questors to submit the delivery request and the
providers to dynamically ridesharing matching.

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows.
Section 2 provides the related works about vehicle dis-
patching. Section 3 describes the system model and
the assumptions used throughout the paper. A dy-
namic matching strategy for vehicle-oriented rideshar-
ing package delivery is proposed and discussed in
Section 4. In Section 5, we presents the Blockchain
based package delivery ridesharing system. Simula-
tion results are provided to evaluate the performance
achieved by our proposed methods in Section 6. Fi-
nally, Section 7 draws the conclusion.

2. Related works

Currently, ridesharing has been considered as an
icon of green life, providing a convenient and econom-
ical means of transportation. Companies or apps pro-
viding ridesharing services spring up, like Uber, Didi,
Hitch and Roadie, etc. Therein, Hitch and Roadie are
two ridesharing package delivery applications. Dis-
tinct from the passenger delivery, the requirement for
security and delivery time in package delivery is no
longer strict, which is an attractive opportunity to per-
mit more ridesharing packages on one ride.

One of the significant issues faced by the rideshar-
ing companies or applications is the vehicle dispatch-
ing, which has been extensively studied for rideshar-
ing efficiency promotion. Inherently, the vehicle
dispatching in ridesharing can be formulated as a
requestor-provider matching problem, which is com-
monly classified as the static matching and the dy-
namic matching [17].

The static matching means that the ridesharing route
is generated before the departure, and no additional re-
quest will be accepted once the trip begins [18]. The
preliminary static matching mainly focuses on one-
pick ridesharing [19], [20], [21], which means vehi-
cles only choose the requests with a similar origin
or destination. For example, Walmart invites its in-
store customers to deliver packages to its online cus-
tomers on their way home [19]. Xu et al. proposed a
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learning-based path planning method to improve long-
term platform efficiency for large scale applications
[21]. However, such a one-pick ridesharing system is
inefficient in the citywide package delivery since it is
hard to pair the exactly similar itineraries from origin
to destination, resulting in low vehicle occupancy.

Therefore, multi-pick package delivery has been
proposed to improve the ridesharing efficiency. Multi-
pick refers to the scenario where a set of geograph-
ically dispersed positions (origins or destinations of
ridesharing requestors) are visited by the provider
[22]. For instance, [23] and [24] adopt a graph-
theoretic framework to resent the shareability between
various requests and optimize the vehicle dispatching
strategy in light of total travel distance. [1] proposed
a non-stop package allocation strategy by assigning
packages to the vehicle with the same or similar pre-
planned route, which can greatly reduce the detour dis-
tance and improve the profit of drivers.

As a consequence of neglecting the new coming re-
quests during the ridesharing trip, the ridesharing ef-
ficiency of the previously mentioned static matching
is low. In order to promote the ridesharing efficiency,
the dynamic ridesharing matching is proposed. In this
way, the new generated requests during a ridesharing
trip may be accepted [25]. For example, [26] intro-
duced a spatio-temporal searching method to find can-
didate vehicles for every newly generated request, in
which the vehicle with the shortest detour is selected
as the provider. [27] proposed a kinetic tree algo-
rithm to adjust the routes on-the-fly according to the
dynamic requests. Especially, considering the expo-
nential explosion of the searching size for the tree al-
gorithm, it further designs a hotspot-based clustering
algorithm to reduce the searching zone. Similarly, a
distributed vehicle dispatching strategy is proposed to
restrain the search area for each vehicle by filtering out
the requests that violate the service quality [28].

In previous literature, both static and dynamic
matching were based on a centralized architecture,
that is, a central controller is in charge of the vehi-
cle dispatching and the transaction recording. Once
the controller breaks down or is attacked, it is likely to
happen data leakage or data tampering [29, 30]. In or-
der to tackle this problem, an alternative solution is
the decentralized ridesharing system. For example,
literature [14] applied distributed Deep Q-Network
(DQN) into the vehicle dispatching, in which every
vehicle decides the ridesharing partner by itself. But
this method relies on the sharing of Q-value to avoid
matching conflicts in the distributed scenario, which is
unfeasible in practical situations for the privacy con-
cern.

To sum up, most of the previous literature mainly
concentrated on the centralized matching algorithm.
Besides, most current matching algorithms often as-
sume that the available request has a similar origin or
destination to the vehicle. However, the distributed

structure makes the centralized algorithm not appli-
cable. Thus, this paper proposed an ETDDRL al-
gorithm that runs in local vehicles. Specifically, to
further improve the ridesharing efficiency, this paper
semi-decoupled the origin and destination of the re-
quest, which enables the vehicle to choose the request
without constrain of origin and destination.

Another hard issue in the decentralized framework
is how to achieve consistent recognition between the
vehicles that do not trust each other without the as-
sistance of a credible third party. Currently, it is
widely accepted that blockchain is a technology to en-
able the distributed nodes to achieve consistent recog-
nition [31, 32]. By this means, kinds of literature
have conducted deep research in terms of security
[33], performance [34], and application problems [35–
37]. For instance, [33] analyzed the forking prob-
ability in wireless blockchain networks. [34] com-
pared the performance of Proof of Work (PoW), Proof
of Stack (PoS), and Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)
based blockchains. [35] utilized blockchain to con-
duct the unified access authentication for mobile users.
[36] proposed a blockchain-based information sharing
system on the Internet of Vehicles (IoV). The authors
of [37] designed a blockchain system for the decen-
tralized medical data sharing system.

In our previous work [38], we specified the over-
all operating process of the blockchian-based package
delivery system under the assumption that the vehi-
cle can select their desirable request by themselves.
On this basis, we elaborate the distributed dynamic
ridesharing matching algorithm to further complete
the delivery system in this paper.

3. System model

In this paper, we consider a vehicle-oriented dy-
namic ridesharing delivery system, as is shown in
Fig.1. The city-wide service area is divided into sev-
eral non-overlapped equal small regions. In this way,
the travel path of a vehicle is represented by a se-
quences of region numbers, and the travel distance is
calculated by the Euclidean distances between the cen-
ters of the regions that the vehicle passes by. This sys-
tem involves four types of nodes: requestor (i.e., pack-
age), provider (i.e., vehicle), Road Side Unit (RSU)
and edge server. We list important acronyms in Table
1.

1) Road side unit and edge server: RSUs are dis-
tributed along the road, and each RSU is connected
to an edge server via highly reliable cable.The main
job of RSUs is to support the information exchange
between the associated edge server to other terminals
(e.g., providers and requestors). Edge servers maintain
a blockchain to record the ridesharing transactions and
auto-payment by implementing consensus, smart con-
tract, etc. Specifically, RSUs are controlled by differ-
ent operators, and they can charge a certain fee from
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Figure 1: System model of vehicle-oriented dynamic ridesharing
delivery system.

the provider for their efforts of helping the global con-
firmation of the package delivery transaction.

2) Provider: A provider is a vehicle that provides
the package delivery ridesharing service. It hears the
surrounding package delivery requests and meanwhile
conducts the dynamic ridesharing matching in light
of the delivery profits, and the route and time restric-
tion. It is worth noting that the matching is locally per-
formed in an individual provider without coordinating
with others.

3) Requestor: A requestor is a package that asks
for a ridesharing delivery. It sends a logistics request
rid (t, o, d) to nearby providers, where id represents the
identifier of a request, t represents the submission time
of the request, o represents the origin of the package,
and d represents the destination of the package.

Acronym Definition
DQN deep Q-network
DRL deep reinforcement learning

ETDDRL event-triggered distributed deep reinforcement learning
EDM ETDDRL-based dynamic matching
GHGs green house gases
GPS global positioning system
IoV Internet of Vehicles
PSD pre-scheduling delivery
RSU road side unit
RSD random selection delivery

SACA sequential ant colony algorithm

Tab. 1: Summary of important acronyms.

In a vehicle (provider)
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Figure 2: The procedure of ETDDRL-based dynamic matching
strategy.
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Figure 3: The alternative request searching zone determined by the
origin and destination of the vehicle.

4. ETDDRL-based dynamic matching strategy

In this section, we provide an ETDDRL-based dy-
namic matching strategy. The idea of the proposed
strategy is to let providers dynamically select the
ridesharing requests during their travel and update the
path planning to the vehicle’s destination accordingly
before completing all the ridesharing package deliv-
ery. Considering the nature of decentralization, each
vehicle conducts the above issues individually without
coordination.

The whole procedure of the strategy is shown in
Fig.2, where the provider conducts distributed DRL
for the dynamic request selection and on this basis
updates the following path planning. Both the two
parts are event-triggered. First, picking up a package
triggers the vehicle to begin a new round ridesharing
matching. Second, the path planning update is trig-
gered by the condition that the vehicle decides to ac-
cept a new request.

The contributions of the strategy are three-fold.
First, we propose a detour ratio-based searching zone
reduction strategy to accelerate the matching process.
Second, we formulate the dynamic matching as an
event-triggered distributed deep reinforcement learn-
ing problem to select a desirable package request. A
unique principle of this strategy is the event-triggered
state transitions instead of the fixed interval ones, i.e.,
the vehicle conducts DRL only after the new package
pickup, to solve the curse of dimensionality in DRL.
Third, we consider the origin and the destination of
a new request as a whole to semi-decouple the dy-
namic request selection and the delivery path plan-
ning, which can speed up the package delivery and
meanwhile keep the effects of the delivery path on dy-
namic request selection.

Thus, we propose an ETDDRL from vehicle views
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to dynamically select the ridesharing requests without
coordinating with others, where a detour ratio based
searching zone reduction strategy is utilized to accel-
erate this process. Then, we devise an ant colony algo-
rithm to update the path planning that incorporates the
origin and destination of the new request in sequence.
The detailed descriptions of the three parts are pro-
vided in the following.

4.1. ETDDRL-based dynamic request selection
The formulation of an ETDDRL problem in this pa-

per is present in a tuple < S , A, P,R >, where S is
the state space, A is the action space, P represents the
state transitions, and R is the reward function. Note
that our DDRL are given from the event-triggered
perspective, that is, the state transitions are triggered
by accepting a new request, which is different from
the traditional slot-based structure of matching model
with fixed equal decision intervals. Following is the
description of the four components in the ETDDRL
problem.

1) State space: The state space is defined as S =

G × N × Φ × Ω considering the current position and
ridesharing request status of the vehicle, where G is
the set of the region index, N is the set of the maximum
number of the remaining requests that can be accepted
by the vehicle, Φ is the set of the undelivered requests
that have been accepted by the vehicle, and Ω is the set
of the maximum remaining distance for the vehicle to
its destination. The state variable is defined as a four-
dimensional vector for g ∈ G, n ∈ N, r ∈ Φ, and
p ∈ Ω.

2) Action space: The action is to go to the origin
of the new selected request denoted by a or reject all
new requests given by a = 0. Hence, the time-varying
action space consists of the region index of the new
requests and the region index of the vehicle’s destina-
tion, denoted by G′ for G′ ⊆ G.

By this means, the provider needs to search the ac-
tion space G′ to match the desirable requests. The re-
current matching attempt will consume a lot of com-
putation resources, which is unbearable for resource-
limited vehicles. Therefore, based on [28], we pro-
posed a new action space reduction strategy to decline
the attempts in the matching process.

As shown in Fig.3, o and d are the origin and the
destination of a provider, o′ and d′ are the origin and
the destination of a package delivery request, the dot-
ted line shows the traveling route if the provider ac-
cepts the request, p is a random point on the path, and
l∗ represents the Euclidean distance of these line seg-
ments.

We can easily obtain the relationship between the
distances in Fig.3

l4 + l5 ≤ l1 + l2 + l3 (1)

To guarantee the QoS of providers, the maxi-
mum traveling distance of the vehicle cannot exceed

(1 + ∆) l, where ∆ is the detour ratio and l is the origi-
nal travel distance (without accepting any ridesharing
request) of the vehicle. By this means, we can obtain
the constrain that

(1 + ∆) l ≥ l1 + l2 + l3 (2)

Combining with (1) and (2), we can deduce the fol-
lowing equation

l4 + l5 ≤ (1 + ∆) l (3)

which is the definition of the elliptical boundary C.
This inequality indicates that any point on the path
cannot exceed the boundary C determined by o and
d.

In this way, the action space in current state is
sharply reduced from the whole observation area to
the elliptical area G′ ⊆ C, thus saving the computation
consumption in the matching process.

3) Reward function: The reward function represents
the profit/penalty to the vehicle if it takes action a un-
der the current state s, which is given by

R (s, a) =


κD (o′, d′) n ≥ 1, p > 0, a , end

0 n ≥ 0, p > 0, a = end
η else

(4)

where κ is the coefficient to describe the profit,
D (o′, d′) is the Euclid distance of the new request
from its origin o′ to its destination d′, end is the re-
gion index of the vehicle’s destination, and η is the
penalty for exceeding the distance or receiving time
restriction.

4) Q deep network: In this section, we utilize the
deep Q-networks to update the state and action. This
technique is widely used in modern decision-making
due to its adaptability to dynamic environments. The
optimal action-value function for a vehicle is defined
as the maximum expected achievable reward. Thus,
for any policy π we have

Q∗ (s, a) = max
π

Qπ (s, a) = Es′

[
r + λmax

a′
Q∗

(
s′, a′

)
|s, a

]
(5)

where 0 < γ < 1 is the discount factor for the future.
Here, we consider the origin and the destination of a

new request as a whole in ETDDRL to semi-decouple
the dynamic request selection and the delivery path
planning, which can speed up the package delivery
and meanwhile keep the effects of the delivery path on
the future dynamic request selection. The whole pro-
cess of ETDDRL-based dynamic request selection al-
gorithm is shown as Algorithm 1. And in the next sub-
section, a Sequential Ant Colony Algorithm (SACA)-
based path planning is proposed to carry out the dy-
namic delivery path planning.

4.2. Sequential ant colony algorithm-based path
planning

Ant colony algorithm is a promising solution to the
NP-hard shortest path problem based on the ant’s ca-
pability of finding the shortest path from the nest to
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Algorithm 1 ETDDRL-based dynamic request selec-
tion algorithm

1: Initialize replay memoryD to capacity N, action-
value function Q with random weights θ, current
state st = {G,N,Φ,Ω}

2: Initialize the amount of ant M, the origin o and
destination d of the vehicle, current region struc-
ture G (V, E) and the distance ci j from region i to
region j

3: for episode = 1,T do
4: Construct the action set A according to the lo-

cal data set
5: Select a random action at from a with proba-

bility ε
6: otherwise select at = arg maxaQ (st, a; θ)
7: Execute action at and obtain st+1 with the help

of S ACA
(
G (V, E) , st, d, ci j,M, o′, d′

)
(seen in Al-

gorithm 2)
8: Store transition (st, at, rt, st+1) in D
9: Sample random minibatch of transitions

(st, at, rt, st+1) from D

10: Set yi =

 r j if st+1 = d
r j + γmax

a′
Q̂ (st+1, a′; θ) otherwise

11: Perform a gradient descent step on(
yi − Q

(
s j, a j; θ

))2
with respect to the network

parameters θ
12: end for

a food source. But it cannot satisfy the sequential
path planning under the dynamic topologies. A unique
challenge in our path planning is dynamically incor-
porating two nodes (i.e., the origin and the destination
of the new accepted request) in order. To tackle this
problem, we focus on some important positions in a
path, i.e., the starting point, the end point, the neces-
sary points and the insertion points. The definitions of
these points in Fig.4 are listed in the following:

• Starting point is the current position of a vehi-
cle(provider), as shown in the red node in Fig.4;

• End point is the destination of the vehicle, as
shown in the green node in Fig.4;

• Necessary points are the origin or destination of
the requests that the vehicle has accepted but has
not yet delivered, as shown in the yellow nodes
in Fig.4;

• Insertion points are the origin and the destination
of the new accepted request, as shown in the blue
nodes in Fig.4(a) and Fig.4(b). Particularly, the
vehicle must pass the two nodes in order (given
by the black dotted arrow in Fig.4(a)) because the
prerequisite to the destination of a new request is
that the vehicle has picked up the package. Once
the vehicle picks up a new package, the origin

Algorithm 2 The SACA-based path planning algo-
rithm

1: Input: G (V, E), st, d, ci j, M, o′, d′;
2: /* M is the amount of ant and ci j is the distance

from i to j */

3: Output: best: the length of the shortest path; path:
the shortest path;

4: procedure SET_INIT_INFORMATION
5: for ∀k ∈ M do
6: read the current region number vs and the

necessary points set Pointk from st;
7: let vs be the starting region for ant k;
8: rk ← vs;
9: /*rk is the region where ant k located*/

10: add o′ to the necessary points set Pointk;
11: end for
12: end procedure
13: procedure CONSTRUCT_ROUTES
14: for i← 1 to |Pointk | do
15: for ∀k ∈ M do
16: choose the next region sk from Pointk;
17: if sk = o′ then
18: add d′ to the necessary points set

Pointk;
19: end if
20: add edge (rk, sk) to Tourk;
21: rk ← sk;
22: remove sk from Pointk;
23: end for
24: end for
25: for ∀k ∈ M do
26: add edge (sk, d) to Tourk;
27: end for
28: end procedure
29: procedure UPADTE_PHEROMONES
30: compute Lk,∀k ∈ M;
31: /* Lk is the tour length of ant k */

32: update τr,s according to the rule;
33: end procedure
34: procedure MAIN
35: for ∀edge (r, s) ∈ E do
36: τr,s ← τ0;
37: /*τr,s is the pheromone concentration from

r to s*/

38: ηr,s ← 1/cr,s;
39: /*ηr,s is the heuristic function */

40: end for
41: while Not End_Condition do
42: Set_int_information;
43: Construct_routes;
44: Update_pheromones;
45: end while
46: end procedure
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a

b i
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d

(a) The current path planning is o → a → b → i → j → d, where the vehicle is in the starting
point o. After the ETDDRL, the vehicle decides to deliver a new package from k to l based on
ETDDRL

a

b i

j

k

l

d

o

(b) After accepting a new ridesharing request, the vehicle updates the path planning o → a →
b→ k → i→ l→ j→ d by the sequential SACA

i

j

k

l

d

(c) After the vehicle arrives in point k to pick up the new package, it will hear the new requests
and adopt ETDDRL to decide whether accept a new ridesharing request. If not, it will follow the
current path planning k → i→ l→ j→ d

Figure 4: An example of SACA-based path planning under different conditions.

of the new accepte Now, we evaluate the average
profit of a single ride in terms of the detour ratio.
Fig.10 shows that the average profit of a single
trip of the proposed EDM strategy grows in steps
with the ascending detour ratio. In contrast, the
impact of the detour ratio on the average profit of
a single trip under RSD and PSD is weak. The
reason for the growth is the permission to accept-
ing new requests during the ridesharing traveling
under the EDM strategy. In addition, an inter-
esting phenomenon is the stepwise growth under
EDM strategy, i.e., some intermittent low-growth
periods (such as 1.2 ~1.4, 1.6 ~1.8, etc.) exist
due to the possibility that the incremental dis-
tance brought by the increased detour ratio is not
enough to support a new ridesharing delivery re-
quest. During this period, the improvement of the
profit is slight. A new significant promotion for
profit appears once the increased detour ratid re-
quest changes into the starting point and the des-
tination of the new accepted request changes into
a necessary point.

Algorithm 2 shows the detailed steps of the SACA-
based path planning method, and Figs.4 (a) to (c) de-
pict an example of this. In Fig.4 (a), the vehicle in
the starting point o with the current path planning
o → a → b → i → j → d, decides to provide
ridesharing from k to l for a new request. On this basis,
the delivery path is updated to o→ a→ b→ k → i→
l → j → d, as is shown in Fig.4 (b). Once the vehicle
arrives at point k to pick up the new package, the start-
ing point is updated as point k. Then, the vehicle hears
new requests and adopts ETDDRL to decide whether
accept a new ridesharing request. If not, it will follow
the current path planning k → i → l → j → d, as is
shown in Fig.4 (c); otherwise, it will update the path
planning.

5. Blockchain-based package delivery ridesharing
system

Except for the dynamic matching, reaching a con-
sistent recognition for the package delivery transaction
information (e.g., origin, destination, receiver, price
and auto-payment) between the participators is also a
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New Block

Block chain

Leader

Selection

New Block

Consensus

<Smart Contract>

IF:

Satis fy the condition

Then:

Transact ion from 

requestor to provider

SIGNATURE:provider

SIGNATURE:requestor

Figure 5: Overall flow of matching results confirmation and transac-
tion record over the ridesharing package delivery blockchain system
[38].

vital and intractable issue in a decentralized system,
in which the key issue is to find a way to achieve
the trusts between the untrusted participators without
a privileged third-party. In this section, we utilize
blockchain to achieve consistent recognition in an un-
trusted decentralized system, where the visibility of
on-chain information provides public monitoring for
authorized users, and Hash pointers realize tamper-
proof information on the chain.

In our previous work [38], we developed a
blockchain-based ridesharing package delivery system
as shown in Fig.5. On this basis, the overall flow of
matching results confirmation and transaction record
over the blockchain system is summarized as follows:

1) Request broadcast: After generating the delivery
request, the requestor broadcasts it to nearby providers
within a certain range.

2) Request selecting: The provider performs dy-
namic ridesharing matching scheme to select a deliv-
ery request in terms of maximizing their profit. Af-
ter that, the provider signs a smart contract with the
parameter (e.g., origin, destination, receiver and con-
dition for the payment) generated by the desirable re-
quest, and sends the contract to the corresponding re-
questor.

3) Contract broadcast: The requestor signs a smart
contract according to their own criteria and broadcasts
it to all edge servers in the system. Specifically, the
smart contract not only contains the protocol nego-
tiated by the requestor and provider but also has the
service information, e.g, origin, destination, and pay-
ment.

4) New block generation: The edge server verifies
the signature authenticity of both parties in the con-
tract and stores it in the information pool waiting to be
added to the blockchain system.

5) Hash-oriented leader selection: The edge server
packs the broadcast information received in the previ-
ous period into a new block, namely newBlock. Next,
each edge server starts the hash calculation based on
the transaction data of newBlock and the identifier of
the edge server. Subsequently, the edge server with the

Figure 6: The dynamic matching process in a single trip, and the
origin and destination of the package is represented by the box and
anchor, respectively. (a) the original path of the vehicle; (b) the
renewed path after picking up the first package (shown as the box on
the map); (c) the renewed path after picking up the second package;
(d) the renewed path after picking up the third package.

lowest hash value is selected as the leader.
6) Information consensus over edge servers: Once

the leader has been determined, each edge server
verifies the transaction information in the newBlock
and attaches its digital signature after the verifica-
tion. Then, the verified replicas are sent to other edge
servers. Other edge servers receive the replicas and
verify the signature. And when the number of veri-
fied replicas exceeds 2/3 of the total number of edge
servers, the server sends a confirmation message to the
leader.

7) Result information: When the confirmation mes-
sage received by the leader exceeds 2/3 of the total
number of nodes, it indicates that the newBlock has
been successfully added to the blockchain. The leader
returns an acknowledgement to both the requestor and
the provider, after which the provider starts the deliv-
ering.

8) Payment: When the vehicle arrives at the des-
tination of the request, the payment can be triggered
with the real-time coordination of the provider and the
digital signature of the receiver.
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Figure 7: The taxis distribution from 9:00 to 10:00 at 2012-11-27 in
the observation area.

6. Simulation result and discussion

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the
proposed vehicle-oriented dynamic ridesharing sys-
tem and develop an android-based application for the
requestor (package owner) and the provider (vehicle
driver).

6.1. Android-based application for requestor and
provider

Fig.6 shows the dynamic matching process of the
android-based application. The input box at the bot-
tom of the screen is the origin and destination of the
vehicle, and the blue dot-line is the corresponding
travel route. The vehicle can hear the surrounding re-
quests and select a desirable one for delivery (the box
and anchor represent the origin and destination of the
package). After selection, the application renews the
red dot-line route with the restriction of request se-
quence. This matching process will repeat until the
vehicle arrives at the destination.

6.2. The real data of the providers’ trajectories
The vehicle movement is collected from the real-

world datasets of taxis in Beijing (with the longitude
from 116.28E to 116.47E and the latitude from 39.79N
to 40.06N). The observation area is divided into 342
non-overlapped regions where each region is a rectan-
gle area (length: 0.01E, width: 0.015N), as is shown
in Fig.7.

The dataset includes the information on the trajecto-
ries and the vacant or loaded status of 12509 taxis for a
month (from 2012/11/01 to 2012/11/27). The data for-
mat can be shown in Table 2. The sampling frequency
is from 1/14Hz to 1Hz.

The explanation of the data in Table 2 is given by

• ID: taxi identifier;

• Timestamp: the upload time of the record, of
which format is yyyy-mm-dd-hh-mm-ss;

ID Timestamp Longitude Latitude Status
164798 20121102001234 116.3108139 40.0201569 2
488249 20121102001511 116.4125519 39.8944168 1

... ... ... ... ...
486276 20121102081332 116.4171829 39.8701134 0

Tab. 2: The data format.

Dynamic ridesharing matching
Result confirmation

Historical data

Blockchain

Path planning Q network

Figure 8: The construction of the vehicle-oriented ridesharing de-
livery in the blockchain system.

• Location: the longitude and latitude of a taxi;

• Status: 0 for vacant, 1 for loaded, 2 for parking,
3 for offline, and 4 for all other states.

6.3. The generation of the package delivery request

The real data of passenger delivery requests is
used to imitate package delivery requests since the
two kinds of requests are highly related to the dis-
tribution of residence and workplace. Specifically,
we deduce the status of providers according to the
state changing from vacant (or loaded) to loaded
(or vacant), of which positions are considered as
the origin and the destination of the request, re-
spectively. In addition, the deadline of the de-
livery to the destination is written in the request.
Thus, the format of the delivery request is given by
〈RequestID, origin, destinationanddeadline〉.

6.4. The efficiency of the dynamic ridesharing deliv-
ery system

In this subsection, we evaluate the efficiency of the
proposed ridesharing system. As is shown in Fig.8, the
ridesharing delivery system is divided into two stages,
in which the Q network for ridesharing matching is
trained on the historical data as well as SACA-based
path planning along with the new coming request, and
the consensus is conducted for the matching results
confirmation over the blockchain-based system.

The time on the dynamic ridesharing matching
and result confirmation are shown in Table 3. The
ridesharing matching process involving the path plan-
ning can be complete within 100 ms, and then the
matching result is confirmed by blockchain within
21s. Specifically, the concrete process of the confir-
mation time has been clarified in our previous work
[38]. Although the time consumed on the consen-
sus of blockchain overwhelms that of the dynamic
ridesahring matching, it is acceptable to the requestors
and providers in the realistic condition and is negligi-
ble to the whole ridesharing delivery trip.
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Dynamic ridesharing matching
(Q network update and path planning) 68ms 73ms 79ms 85ms

Result confirmation (blockchain) 11.5s 15s 17.2s 20.5s

Tab. 3: The time on the ridesharing matching and confirmation.
Parameters Setting Value

Learning rate 0.001
Memory size 100
Reward decay 0.9

e-greedy 0.3
Observation step 100

Batch size 36
Price per units 2

Negative reward -5
Epochs 7000

Tab. 4: The value of the system parameters.

6.5. ETDDRL-based dynamic matching strategy

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance
of the proposed ETDDRL-based Dynamic Matching
(EDM) strategy on the average profit of a single trip
and the average profit per unit distance, compared
to the Random Selection Delivery (RSD) and Pre-
Scheduling Delivery (PSD). Both of the two compared
strategies complete the ridesharing matching and path
planning before the departure, i.e., in a centralized
matching way, where RSD selects the ridesharing re-
quests that satisfy the limits of the detour and the time
in a random way and PSD utilizes ant colony algo-
rithm to maximize the provider’s profit. The parame-
ter setting of the ETDDRL-based dyanamic rideshar-
ing matching is shown in Table 4:

Fig.9 shows the loss and reward in each training
epoch, where the loss indicates the convergence trend-
ing of the Q-value based neural network and the re-
ward reflects the long-term average gains under differ-
ent states. The loss and the reward of DQN decrease
and increase to a stable value along with the training,
which indicates that the Q-value-based neural network
converges to a global optimum. o enables the distance
to support an additional request.

Except for the average profit of a single trip, the av-

Figure 9: The training result of Q-value based neural network.
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Figure 10: Average profit of a single ride under different detour ratio
restriction.
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Figure 11: Average profit per unit distance under different detour
ratio restriction.

erage profit per unit distance is an essential metric to
evaluate the efficiency of the ridesharing delivery strat-
egy. In Fig.11, we find that it has a similar trend to the
average profit of a single trip with the ascending de-
tour ratio. The only difference is that the performance
of the EDM strategy tends to be stable, instead of a
continually growth in Fig.10. The reason is that the
gain from the requests selection appears only when
the number of ridesharing deliveries has reached the
ridesharing threshold under the high detour ratio. The
ridesharing threshold refers to the maximum number
of ridesharing deliveries for a provider during a single
ride.

Fig.12 provides the average profit of a single trip
in terms of the different ridesharing thresholds, where
ridesharing thresholds refer to the maximum packages
that the vehicle can pick up. The results agree with our
intuitions that more ridesharing brings more average
profits under EDM strategy. However, the gains are
greatly restricted under the PSD and NSD strategy due
to the fact that they are only permitted to choose the
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Figure 12: Average profit of a single ride under different ridesharing
threshold.
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Figure 13: Average profit ratio of a single ride under different re-
quests density(receiving time is set to be 3 and the detour ratio is set
to be 1.5).

requests before departure.
Finally, we discuss the impact of the request den-

sity, e.g., the high requests density and the low re-
quests density, on the average profit of a single trip.
Fig.13 tells us that the profit of EDM strategy is al-
ways higher than that of two other strategies no mat-
ter for high or low request density. The explanation
is that EDM is permitted to accept new requests for
the ridesharing travel. Besides, it is easy to under-
stand that the profit of all three strategies are higher
under the high request density than under the low re-
quest density. A noticeable phenomenon is that the
gain (89.17%) of EDM strategy to PSD strategy in the
low request density is far larger than that (17.63%) in
high request density. The reason is that the gain re-
sults from the requests selection are only under the
high request density,(in this condition, the number of
ridesharing deliveries is always up to the upper thresh-
old) while the gain incurred by both the more rideshar-
ing deliveries and request selection is under the low
request density.

7. Conclusion

This paper proposes a vehicle-oriented dynamic
ridesharing delivery system, where blockchain is uti-
lized to construct the decentralized structure, and an
EDM strategy is proposed to dynamically match the
new coming ridesharing requests during an ongoing
ride. The simulation results demonstrate the vast po-
tential of the vehicle-oriented ridesharing system un-
der the blockchain framework for the promotion of the
ridesharing profits and transaction security. Finally,
we develop an application for android-based termi-
nals to run the proposed blockchain-based ridesharing
package delivery system.
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